The first league game of the season was played between I. A. C. and the Y. W. C. A. The weather was fine, and the fact that Ames played Cornell such a close game was a surprise. The game began with S. U. I. at bat. Mayton took his base on balls, Brownie sacrificed, Brownie put out at second base and out at first. Dorse struck out Brownie and put out at first. Anderson retired the next two batters. In the second inning Thomas hit to third and threw out at first. Amy hit to Bailey, Bailey hit into right field. Griffin out on fly to left. Home opened the half for Ames by a base on balls. Bailey hit to center field. Leighton caught Reynolds's ball, but it was a difficult hit. Kyle fow out to Griffin. Leighton got his base on balls, Mayton hit to pitcher and got first on error. Brownie flew out to Ellison. Brownie hit to short-stop and on error made first. Leighton scored Thomas, flew out to first. For Ames, Anderson made last on 3d baseman's error. Sexton opened the half for Ames by a base on balls. Corrigan caught it at 2d while trying to steal a base. Mills flew out to Bailey. Hostel substituted for Leighton in this half because of accident to Leighton's war-time injuries (S. U. I.). Mayton flew out to right field. Brownie from 3d to 1st. Brown hit safe into left field. For Ames, Reynolds flew out to Bailey, Kyle hit to Bailey and threw out at 1st. Corrigan to Bailey and out at 1st. Amy made the only hit of the game with a sacrifice hit to 2d. Griffin fow out. Leighton hit to center field from short-stop to 1st. Ames went out in 1, 2, 3, 5, order. Corrigan hit to Sexton substituted to 1st. Anderson distinguished himself by catching Amy's liner. Bailey made a safety hit that was followed by a pretty catch of Griffin's hot liner and retired the side. Sexton opened the half for Ames by flying out to Griffin. Zin­ ser out from Brown to 1st. Mills flew out to Leighton. Leighton hit the seventh by flying out to left field. Mayton out from short-stop to 1st. Brownie from 1st to 3d. Dorse hit to Mayton and out at 1st. Anderson out from Brown to 1st. Brownie hit to Sexton. Brown opened the 8th inning with a safe hit into left field. Brown put out trying to steal second. Ingham flew out to short-stop. Thomas made a two base hit into left field. Amy flew out to short-stop. Reynolds started the half for I. A. C. with a safe hit into center field. Kyle made first on error of Leighton. Corrigan hit to 3rd and Reynolds was put out. Sexton hit to Thomas and out. Zinser hit safe into center field. Mills hit to home from 1st to 3d. Mills was put out from picker to 1st baseman. Dorse hit out on foul tip. Griffin made 1st on 3d baseman's error. Leighton made a safe hit into left field and Griffin's fly out to left field. Mills hit to base hit into right field but was out at 3d and home. Leighton scored. Brownie made last on short-stop's error. Brownie put out at 1st while trying to steal home. Dorse opened half for I. A. C. by flying out. Anderson gives base on balls at first. Kyle fow out to Griffin. Reynolds hit to Bailey. Anderson retired the next two. Kyle fow out to Griffin. Score: S. U. I. 1; I. A. C. 0. Following is the summary:

S. U. I. A. E. B. P. D. E.
Mayton, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brownie, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brown, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ingham, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

I. A. C. A. E. B. P. D. E.
Mills, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dorse, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brownie, 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brown, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ingham, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

Thomas, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dorse, 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Brownie, 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brown, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ingham, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

Reynolds, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corrigan, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sexton, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Zinser, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

Bases on balls—Zinser, 2; Mayton, 2.
Struck out by Mayton—1.

Leighton—Bailey, Brownie, Brownie.

Two-base hit—Thomas.
Three-base hit—Mayton, 2.

Unipre—Seboley.
Time of game—One hour and forty minutes.

Zingithax.

The customary music failing to appear, S. C. Smith opened the program with a devotional meeting and a brief speech on "Resubmission." Mr. Smith strongly urged the necessity of a constitutional amendment to control the liquor traffic.

"Raising the Flag at Fort Sumter," by Mr. O'Leary, was a delightful selection and from the standpoint of excellence of performance, a manner well suited to the excellent selection.

The debate was on the question "Resolved, that the only solution of the race problem lies in the expatriation of the negro.

A. J. Furns opened for the affirmative with a well-prepared and plausibly delivered speech. Only three possible ways present themselves as solutions of the problem: extermination, assimilation, and expatriation. Expatriation alone is feasible.

Mr. Clark in opening for the negative viewed many of the statements made by the preceding speaker and showed plainly the impracticability of extermination on account of numbers. F. V. Brock closed for the affirmative.

Mr. Brock was free and easy in his arguments and frequently rebuked well with the arguments of the former speaker.

The debate was closed by Mr. Sayre, but all the facts presented to the negro as to how he is able to build up and maintain a government after exportation. The arguments of the America for an American citizen. The debate was spirited and interesting throughout.

"Talmahine" was the subject of an oration by F. C. Rigney. For beauty of composition and earnestness of delivery Mr. Ennis deserves to be rank­ed high among Zingithax speakers.

The last literary number was a decla­ration by W. F. Farr, entitled "Pamela O'Callaghan's Say Yorogu." His impromptu was especially good.

The program was closed by a vocal from Professor Kinnel.

The decision of the judges on the debate was unanimous in favor of the negro.
SPRING & HATS
LATEST STYLES AND
NEWEST SHADES
NOW ON SALE.

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
Celebrated Dunlap Hat.
Coast & Easley,
The American Clothiers.

THEY WINK THE OTHER
WHEN THEY SEE THE BEAUTIFUL WORK
OF THE
Hawkeye Steam Laundry.

COLUMBIAN KINDS OF BICYCLES
and others.
There are no unrivaled devices in 1896. Columbus have been copied and copied again. Every look of the year, even the handsomest of all the new machinery. May 15th is but the date for the third Iowa-Minnesota debate. A splendid team. The

resolvable from athletes can be estimated only by the number of persons who participate in the various games. We believe that no one will doubt that athletics are more beneficial in the University this year than that they were last year, even though the records made may not be as good. The men who avail themselves of the Athletic Park may be numbered almost by hundreds now, and still the interest is increasing.

The newly finished tennis courts should afford opportunity to numbers of persons who have before neglected to avail themselves of the athletic advantages of the Athletic Park. One idea we wish to assert, and that is the fact that athletics will never be a failure in S. U. L. as long as the Athletic Park continues to attract as many men as have been engaged in the various games and sports this spring.

Resolutions of Respect.

The following resolutions were passed by the Law class of 96:

Whereas, the Great and Supreme Rule of the Universe has given us that divine wisdom removed from his worldly home the brother of our worthy and esteemed classmate, M. C. Cassingman, and

Whereas, our associations with him have been such that it is eminently fitting that we extend to him our sympathy in his recent bereavement.

We, the State University Law class of '96 extend to the bereaved members of the family our heartfelt sympathy in their great bereavement.

Resolved, that these resolutions be entered on the records of the class and a copy sent to the bereaved home, also that they be tendered for publication to the University and Cedar Falls papers.

A Good Offer.

Max Mayer will give an old gold swatter to the player making the best batting record to-day. This is a splendid offer and is highly appreciated by all lovers of the game and friends of the University. One of our weak points in the past has been deficency at the bat, and a stimulation of this kind will be a strong factor in aiding us to keep the old bat.

How's This.

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F. J. CHEVY and Co.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out obligations made by their firm.

West & Travis, Wholesale Drugists.

W. F. MAIN CO.,

JEWELRY.

Western Office and Salesroom,
Corner College and Dubuque Bz.
IOWA CITY, IOWA

WATERBURY, HIGBLY. CLOCKS
BETH THOMAS, and Welch

IMPORTERS AND jobbers in Watches, Novelties and Materials.

Rogers & Bros. and Wm. Rogers' Spoons, Forks, etc.

LATEST STYLE HATS AND FURNISHING GOODS AT BLOOM & MAYER'S.
The Kent College of Law
Marshall J. Ewell, LL.B., B.S., Dean.
A law course for three years. One year in the summer.
Please address ad.
Imagined methods and
solving problems in the
school of practice in the
learning beyond. Emphasis
on principles rather than
rules. Students can
choose to take evening
or day classes. A student
can earn a law degree
without leaving home.
M. D. EWELL, Dean.
ASHLAND BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.

JOS. SLAVATA,
THE PRACTICAL
TAILOR AND CUTTER,
Goods. Before buying please call on us.
No. 8 Clinton St. Newberry Building.

Dr. LAWYER,

Dr. Lewis, G. W. Koontz, A. E.

DR. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,

Dr. L. G. LAWYER,
Champion's Light Parcel Delivery and Messenger Service.
Notes, Invitations, Flowers, etc., delivered, will take light telegrams, and ship in trunk or train either direct, or to any part of city for 10 cents. Telephone No. 58, or call at Western Union Telegraph Office. J. A. Champion, Manager.

Richmond Straight Cut No. 1

Cigarette Smokers, who are willing to pay a little more than the price charged for the common grade, shall find this tobacco a superior quality. These cigarettes are made from the brightest, most deliciously-harvested and largest cut, and leaf-cured in Virginia. To call the Old and Original Brand of Straight Cut Cigarettes, and recommend it to your friends, and observe that the firm stands in no need of any packing.

THE VICTOR

"Holds all records"

For fine construction, thorough workmanship, and the use of expensive materials.

The Victor has held this record for fifteen years. Remember—experience at the factory means dollars in the pockets of the rider.

COOVER'S Restaurant

Beard $2.50 Per Week.

GET YOUR GROCERIES of Grandth Bros.
SUCCESSORS TO A. H. HAMILTON.

WANTED AGENTS FOR

Senator Sherman's New Book.

40 Years' Recollections in the House, Senate, and Cabinet.

The Most Valuable History of Modern Times.

For exclusive territory on this work in the State of Iowa, address, NATIONAL PUB. CO., Lakeside Building, Chicago, Ill.

Lowest Prices and Best Quality

For the Money in the Metropolis of the

UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE.

Call and see for Yourself.

21 Clinton Street.

LEE BROTHERS & CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Special to Students

The front line of scientific Stereoscopic Views ever offered to agents.

The present line of Stereoscopic Views includes the following:

1. The American Indian—The World's Columbian Exposition, 1933.
3. The Panama-Pacific Exposition, 1933.

These Stereoscopic Views are being sold at a nominal price—$1.00 each.

The views are printed in color and are mounted on a sturdy cardboard frame.

These views are a great aid in teaching the history of the world and the development of civilization.

Any student with a keen interest in history and geography will find these views a valuable addition to their library.

For information on how to purchase these views, contact the publisher, Lee Brothers & Co.

THE WASHBURN CYCLE COMPANY

Cycles, Mandolins, Banjos and Zithers are the standard of artistic excellence. In the great meteotits, Trace Durability and Workmanship, they are peerless, and endorsed by the leading artists everywhere. Ask your cycle dealer for the Washburn, and see that he keeps the family trademark.

Catalogues mailed free.

THE PLANK BROS.

BANK.

Big Bill Saving Bank.

THE MOUND BROS.

BROKERS & MILLS.

J. M. H. DAVIS.

THE VIDEITER-REPORTER.